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Feng Shui &
the Single Gal
OK, single gals. Let’s talk Feng Shui and how it can make your life better! Feng what, you ask? Let’s just say it’s an old Chinese term
for “Get house together and life get together quick!”
Let’s face it, the queen doesn’t live in a cardboard box and a
poor gal doesn’t own a castle. Everything around you
broadcasts something, whether you’re aware of it or not. Your
living quarters are spilling the beans on what you think about
yourself, what you think you deserve, and what you believe is
possible to achieve.

This brings us to Feng Shui Rule No. 1:
What is going on in your life is going on in your environment.
Here’s the “secret” Feng Shui language decoded for the
average single gal’s apartment. Check it out and see if moving
your stuff can shift your life into high gear!

WHAT YOU’VE GOT

WHAT IT MEANS AND HOW TO FIX IT

One night stand
by the bed

You’re not looking for a permanent mate or not going to be successful if trying. You’re possibly
into “one night stands.” Two matching nightstands hold the possibility for “making a match” with
relationships … as long as you don’t fill them both up with your stuff!

Head of bed or
office chair back
against a window

You don’t get the respect you deserve; you’re probably ragged on by your boss at work, teachers at
school, or peers. Well-respected people have a strong solid wall behind them where they sleep, work,
and hang out.

Many single subjects in
your decorative art

You’re single. If you don’t want to be, try changing to art that has two subjects in it. Get it? Couples.
Other good choices: calendar pictures of nature scenes. These can help balance unhealthy spaces and
bring order to the funkiest of spaces.

The stove
doesn’t work

Money troubles! Stoves equal prosperity, and more burners mean more money-making opportunities.
Once again, the rich person has the 8-burner Viking stove; the poor person has the hot plate. What can
you do if you’ve got the hot plate? Put mirrors nearby to reflect the hot plate. Feng Shui says what’s in
the mirror is as real as the object itself. Which brings us to ...

A messy bedroom and big
mirrored closet doors

Twice as many messy situations in your life than you thought you had.

A dirty, tattered, or
ill-maintained
front door

No opportunities are coming your way without a serious energy outlay from you. Let’s say if trick-ortreaters pass your door, or UPS can’t find you for a delivery, opportunity will probably have trouble
finding you too. Paint it, stain it, clean it, or get a new one. You’ll attract opportunities by making your
door the most exciting door around. Hang a chime outside if no one can find your door easily (on the
non-hinged side) and you’ll have more choices in life.

Feng Shui expert Karen Rauch Carter motivates audiences to rethink their day-to-day choices by implementing simple yet doable fixes for
a vibrant life, home, health, relationship, planet and more. The best-selling author of the Feng Shui classic Move Your Stuff, Change Your
Life, Karen draws from years of experience in holistic arts, design, and personal development. To find out more about working with Karen
and to get more helpful tips, visit www.KarenRauchCarter.com Check out Karen’s upcoming Calgary workshops on the following page.

MOVE YOUR STUFF, CHANGE YOUR LIFE
Practical exercises, anecdotes and life-changing advice that makes creating ideal personal space simple and meaningful. Karen demystifies Feng Shui with her
laugh-while-you-learn teaching style and her witty delivery. Her comical but no-nonsense methods leave no confusion as to what to change in your space to bring
about that life change you so desire.
Learn simple techniques to activate your house and workplace for
optimal prosperity, health, and happiness in this hands-on Feng Shui
workshop. Participants are encouraged to bring their floor plan (hand
drawn is OK) and pictures of their living spaces for the fun and
enlightening Q and A session.

FENG SHUI AND BEYOND:
Mind, Body, Spirit and Environment —Shifting Techniques that get Great Results!

Most Feng Shui courses stop where this course begins! Experience
many of the “Feng Shui and beyond" techniques that Karen uses to get
quick, life-changing results for her clients. Information is practical for
everyone, and this seminar is geared towards Feng Shui consultants
who are looking for additional tools to help clients.
Learn how to integrate techniques specifically designed to optimize the
mind, body, and spirit into a traditional Feng Shui consultation. Identify the
top potential health-robbing materials in modern living environments and
learn what to do about it. If you are sick or don’t want to be, this seminar is
for you. If you are a Feng Shui practitioner that wants a contemporary tool
to help your clients alleviate health issues, this seminar is for you.

Online Specials
Move Your Stuff, Change Your Life – Introductory Price $18.95
How to Use Feng Shui to Get Love, Money, Respect, and Happiness

By Karen Rauch Carter.

This book is not only a national best seller; many consider it a classic - the book that started it all! Written in a fun,

easy-to-learn manner, Move Your Stuff Change Your Life is by far one of the easiest books to read and understand,
whether you are just learning about Feng Shui, or if you are a seasoned practitioner. Promising health, wealth, and
happiness, Feng Shui offers endless appeal -- at least in concept. Feng Shui's seemingly complicated methods may
seem difficult to learn and apply in a meaningful way. Karen Rauch Carter writes in plain and simple English for the
modern Western reader. Organized by real-life issues, Karen explains how to arrange the stuff you already own to
get what you want in life. Simple illustrations point out the areas of your home to concentrate on. The suggestions
are realistic (absolutely no construction required), free or low-cost, and, most important, effective.

Order early - this is the Gift that your Friends and Family won’t put down!

3” Round Bevel Edge Mirror – Regular $4.95

Introductory Price $3.95

A mirrors’ reflective characteristic provides a powerful tool to influence the energy flow in your environment. A
circular-shaped mirror represents wholeness, oneness and unity. These 3” Round mirrors are
excellent to expand, offset and deflect energy throughout the space. Often used to offset
negative energy drains and are commonly affixed to the ceiling when the toilet is above the front
door, the stove, bed and/or dining room table. Can be placed freely or secured to most surfaces with double-sided
adhesive backing.

Order Today!
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